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Melbourne Retail Water Agencies Information Bulletin
Issue Date – May 2017
WELCOME TO THE NEW MRWA BULLETIN
Welcome to the latest bulletin from the Melbourne Retail Water
Agencies (MRWA), including City West Water (CWW), South
East Water (SEW) and Yarra Valley Water (YVW). This
Bulletin has been established to provide you with an
understanding of current, relevant issues associated with our
adopted standards, design and construction practices and any
changes evolving through our industry.
Topics in this edition include:
• Designer Accreditation- acceptable level of experience.
• Sewerage installation training- requirements of
construction key personnel.
• Compliance monitoring of 2016 revisions to water
standards.
• Dual water services- testing and inspection requirements.
• Non-standard sewerage acceptance tests.
• Updates and clarifications to Sewerage Standards
 Property services in the road reserve
 Table 5.6 of the code
 Jump Ups (vertical rises not to surface)
 Shaft connections directly over sewers
 End of line arrangements
• Preferences listed in the water and sewerage standards.
• Sewerage pipeline embedment materials.
• Pressure gauge requirements.
• Acceptance testing of new sewerage property
connections to an existing live sewerage network.
• Ovality proving tools.
• Amending sewerage design drawings.
• Isolation of sewers.
The opportunity is always available for you to request future
bulletin items by forwarding your suggestions to any of the
MRWA contacts listed at the end of this bulletin.
Robert Jagger
City West Water

Colin Paxman
South East Water

David Diaz
Yarra Valley Water

Designer Accreditation Acceptable Level of Experience
As documented in the MRWA accreditation system (ARCUS),
key personnel require 5 years’ experience in order to be eligible
for key personnel accreditation. This requirement is being
reduced to 3 years for those designers who have fully and
successfully completed the relevant Design Assurance Scheme
(DAS). Construction audit and construction key personnel will
continue to require 5 years of construction experience to be
eligible for accreditation.

Sewerage Installation Training- Requirements
Letters have recently been sent out to all accredited sewerage
construction organisations informing them that the deadline for
training requirements for accredited sewerage construction key
personnel has now been set at 15 May 2017. If you have not
received a letter, please contact the undersigned to obtain a
copy.
Compliance Monitoring of 2016 Revisions to Water
Standards
In the last MRWA bulletin of December 2016, changes to a
number of MRWA water standards were outlined. While the
changes came into effect immediately, a date was set at which
time non-conformances would be raised by the Water agencies.
This was done to provide consultants and contractors with time
to adjust to the changes.
In consultation with industry, the Water Agency amnesty date
was extended to 1 May 2017. After this date, any design or
construction not in accordance with the new water standards will
attract a non-conformance or an Issue Finding notification.

Dual Water Services- Testing & Inspection Requirements
In recent times, a number of Drinking Water (DW) property
services have been found to be connected to Non-Drinking
Water mains across Melbourne. It is not known if these errors
occurred before or after Acceptance of Work was granted.
Developers, including the Consultants and Contractors they
engage, are reminded that they need to comply with the
following requirements:
• The Offer of Conditions in the Development Agreement.
• The MRWA edition of the WSAA Water Supply Code of
Australia (referred to as “The Code”).
• Use of specific QA forms mandated by the relevant Water
Agency.

The requirements set out in these two documents are
summarised in chronological order below:
1) Construction. Construct property services in accordance
with standard MRWA-W-110 and MRWA-W-111. Ensure
that all components used in the construction of distribution
and property services are coloured correctly as per Table
4.1 of The Code. Of particular importance is that NDW
property services be plain purple and that DW services be
plain blue or black with blue stripes.
For every property, ensure that you inspect and record
compliance to the requirements in your Inspection and
Test Plan (ITP). Once the property services have been
constructed, ensure that all tappings and end of services
are exposed and visible at the time of inspection by the
water agency auditor (ie: don’t backfill these locations).
2) Notification. To facilitate this Inspection, the Developer
(or their nominated representative) shall contact the
nominated water agency project auditor at least 2 full
working days in advance to arrange a mutually agreeable
time to inspect the services. The water agency auditor will
confirm with the Developer’s nominated representative the
agreed time for the inspections.
3) Inspection. The water agency auditor will carry out an
inspection of the tappings and end of services for every

property. If they identify any incorrect construction, they will
record a non-conformance. The fault will then need to be
corrected and re-inspected as part of the non-conformance
or Issue Finding process.
4) Hydraulic System Integrity Checks. When required by
the Development Agreement or when an inspection of the
property service is not possible for some reason, a
Hydraulic System Integrity Check shall be undertaken and
witnessed by the water agency auditor in accordance with
Appendix K of the Code (available from the electronic link
inserted into the Code), and as follows:
a. One Shut Off Block (SOB) at a time, remove air and
charge the DW system.
b. Shut off the water supply to all NDW services in the
adjacent NDW SOB and drain and leave open the
NDW system.
c. Check all hydrants and flushing points in the DW
system are under pressure and discharge water.
d. Operate the termination ball valves of all DW services
to check that the DW service(s) are under pressure.
e. If no water discharges from the DW service, excavate
and expose the DW and NDW tappings and inspect.
f. If any incorrect construction is observed, a nonconformance will be recorded. The fault will then need
to be corrected and re-inspected through the nonconformance or Issue Finding process.
5) Form Submission. Submit copies of all completed forms to
the water agency and include a copy of these forms in your
project record.
Non-Standard Sewerage Acceptance Tests
There are a number of non-standard situations where standard
ovality proving is impractical. Table 21.12 of the code outlines
non-standard ovality testing situations and alternative testing
arrangements that can be used in each case. Note that Spur
Branches (like property services) do not require ovality proving.
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Updates and Clarifications to Sewerage Standards

reserve (due to reduced front building envelop) have also
been clarified.
As the changes to these standards are minor in nature, they are
to become effective immediately.
The Water Agencies will not issue non-conformances or Issue
Findings associated with these changes until 1 August 2017,
however repeat observations of the same problem may still
result in a non-conformance or Issue Finding being raised.
Table 5.6 of the Code

Property Services in the Road Reserve and Property Service
Types

With the revision of water property service ties described in the
water standard MRWA-W-110, sewerage property service ties
in the road reserve need to be changed. They have been
positioned in the revised standards to provide optimal
clearances from all other utility services such as property
service drains and trees in the nature strip.
The following changes to sewerage standards have been
made and are now available on the MRWA web portal:
• MRWA-S-100- Sewerage Design Template- Notes.
Schedule 2 of this template (Property Connections) has
been updated to include Type 4S and Type 4B property
service types. These property service types connect to
maintenance structures (Shaft or Base), pass under an
obstruction and have a jump on the far side of the
obstruction (refer Figure 107-A).
• MRWA-S-101- Sewerage Design Template- Plan.
The abbreviations legend has been updated to better
indicate property service types. Type 1a, 1b, 4a and 4b
have changed to lower case to more clearly differentiate
these property service types from Maintenance Structure
Base Connections which are designated Type B or 4B.
The suffix “F” has been added to indicate whether the
property service requires a flexible coupling (refer Figure
303-C). Any property service with a jump up (Types 2, 4a,
4b, 4S or 4B) which has a riser greater than 2m in height
requires a flexible coupling and this shall be indicated in
the design plan with the suffix “F”. For example, a Type 4B
property connection with a flexible coupling shall be
indicated as “Type 4BF”.
The use of the suffix “BT” has been clarified when the lot is
to have a boundary trap. For example, a Type 4B property
connection with a BT shall be indicated as “Type 4B- BT”.
• MRWA-S-109- Road Reserve Sewerage Servicing, Dual
Reticulation Arrangements, and MRWA-S-110- Road
Reserve Sewerage Servicing, Road Crossing
Arrangements.
Property service ties have been updated. Acceptable
arrangements for services which end within the road

Appendix A of this bulletin provides an update to this key table
of the code which sets minimum and maximum lots for sewers
of different size / grade. The minimum and maximum Industrial /
commercial hectares have been added for DN150 sewers.
The MRWA is also looking to provide additional flexibility to the
minimum grades nominated in Table 5.6 for controlling lines (as
used to be the case in previous standards). Controlling lines are
deemed to be those that would deepen the downstream sewer
line if they themselves were deepened. Controlling lines may be
flatter by moving up two rows in Table 5.6 following approval
from the relevant Water Agency. For example, the minimum
grade for a DN150 sewer servicing 4 lots is normally 1 in 130.
For controlling lines, its’ minimum grade could become 1 in 150.
Note that the minimum number of properties servicing flat lines
is counted as the number of properties connected to the
upstream end of the sewer. Also note that sewers shall not be
oversized to take advantage of flatter allowable grades for larger
pipes.
Jump Ups (vertical rises not to surface)

In property service and spur branches, the MRWA standards
allow for DN100 and DN150 vertical risers which are not raised
to surface (jump ups). Examples of these can be seen in Figure
107-A, Figure 303-B and Figure 304-B. The question has been
raised as to whether the MRWA standards allow two rises in the
one property service or spur branch (a “double jump up”). As
stated in Table 105-C, this is not allowed, as it would lead to too
many bends that would create excessive drag on maintenance
hoses and cables.
If you wished to install a double jump up you would need to seek
dispensation.
Shaft connections directly over sewers

Figures 300-A1 and 300-A3 indicate that property services and
spur branches should sometimes be located directly above
deeper sewers to connect to maintenance structure shafts.
Shaft connections to MSs and MCs are straight forward and
should be completed as per Figure 305-A and Figure 306-A.
Such connections to MHs however, are not as straight forward.
The shaft connection should be located directly above an inlet or
outlet chase of the MH, there should be a reducer and bend as
per Item G of Table 311-B and a supported drop as per Figure
311-A. Finish the drop pipe 300mm short of the top level of the
sewer running in / out of the MH so that the sewerage drops
directly into the centre line of the chase.
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End of Line Arrangements

The current MRWA standards provide a number of options
and examples for design at the end of a reticulation line. We
have seen some creative interpretations of what is currently
allowed, some of which are more complex and difficult to
construct than is necessary or present maintenance difficulties.
Typically the MRWA expects that allotments along a single line
should be serviced by a reticulation sewer with an IS
termination.
Where practical, the design solutions described in MRWA-S106 should be adopted unless there is a compelling reason to
do otherwise. This standard also illustrates where and how
spur branches should be used and drawn.
Preferences Listed in the Water and Sewerage Standards
The current Water and Sewerage standards often outline the
preferences and priorities to aid in design decision making
(refer Sewerage Table 105-B and 105-D). While this
empowers designers to select from a number of options, it can
also lead to unresolvable disagreement, particularly when
there is a trade-off between operations and maintenance risk
and construction cost. To help in this regard, standard MRWAW-000 states “where preferences are given, higher order
preferences shall be adopted unless there is a compelling
reason to do otherwise”. This means that before a designer
can propose a lower order preference, they must present a
compelling case.
Where designers wish to use a lower order preference, they
shall document their reason(s) for adopting the lower
preference option in the design verification form. Where cost is
the reason, cost estimates shall be provided. The Water
Agency can then assess the cost saving against any increase
in operations and maintenance risk and provide advice.
Where no reason or a poor reason is given, an observation or
issue will be issued to the Consultant by the Water Agency.
Subsequent similar inappropriate justifications will then likely
lead to a non-conformance.
This method for selecting preferences applies to both water
and sewerage standards.
Sewerage Pipeline Embedment Materials – 7mm FCR
Material Shortage
SEW has been receiving feedback from industry stakeholders
that there is a shortage of 7mm crushed rock used for the pipe
embedment zone of flexible gravity sewerage pipelines. The
quarry suppliers have indicated that the 7mm crushed rock
material is being utilised in roadway construction and the high
demands for this product mix cannot be sustained for water
industry works.
The alternative material being offered by quarry suppliers is a
5mm crushed rock-dust material. This material is not
acceptable for use on pipe embedment zones of gravity

sewer flexible pipe systems in SEW’s district. The limitations of
use for 5mm crushed rock-dust materials are set out in the
MRWA Web Portal Products page.
Sewer Standard MRWA-S-202 provides a range of alternative
embedment materials. If Crushed rock materials are to be
selected, a 10mm well graded crushed rock may be utilised as
an alternative to the 7mm material. Embedment sand and single
sized aggregates can also be utilised where specified.
To prove that imported trench fill materials meet the specified
standards, the Contractor shall keep records on the original
material source and specification. In most cases, this means
that they need to keep (and supply to the Water Agency on
request) copies of the delivery docket from the original material
provider (ie: from the quarry). Where 3rd party suppliers (eg:
garden suppliers) are used, they shall provide this information to
the contractor at the time of delivery.
Pressure Gauge Requirements

Digital pressure gauges are frequently being used by
Contractors for pressure / vacuum tests on water and sewerage
pipelines and these are proving to be more accurate and easier
to read and interpret. As a result, the MRWA is keen to move to
requiring digital pressure gauges to be installed on all testing
equipment. This requirement will be brought in with future
editions of the Water and Sewerage codes.
We suggest that all future pressure gauge purchases be for
digital pressure gauges to ensure that you comply with future
requirements.
The required specification for digital pressure gauges will be as
follows:
 Sewerage Acceptance Testing:
Range = -1 to 3 bar / -100 kPa to 300kPa
Accuracy = +/- 0.1%
 Pressure Main Acceptance Testing:
Range = -1 to 20 bar / -100 kPa to 2,000kPa
Accuracy = +/- 0.1%
Contractors who construct greater than PN16 pipelines may
require a higher range of testing equipment.
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Acceptance Testing of New Sewerage Property
Connections to an Existing Live Sewerage Network
The MRWA edition of the sewerage code currently requires
pressure testing of all sewers. This can be impractical to
complete and as such, the acceptance testing arrangements
for property services will from this time onwards be as follows:
Property Service
Requirement
Situation
Connections to new sewers No change
or maintenance structures
New connections to existing No pressure test required.
sewers
CCTV of property service
required.
New connections to new or No pressure test required.
old MSs or MCs on existing CCTV of property service
sewers
required. Visual inspection of
MSs and MCs before & after
construction.
New connections to existing Pressure test property
MHs
service. Visual inspection of
MHs before & after
construction.
New connections to new
Pressure test property
MHs or existing sewers
service and MH before
breaking open the sewer
CCTV records will need to be submitted to the water agency
Development Officer as part of the As Constructed information
submission. PIC or Statement of Compliance will not be issued
by the water agency until compliant information is received.
CCTV inspections and reporting shall be undertaken in
accordance with 21.11.2 of the code.

Ovality Proving Tools
The MRWAs have noticed that proving tools used for ovality
testing of reticulation sewers are frequently in poor condition and
do not meet the standards. Proving tool sizes should be as
nominated in Table MRWA 21.14 of the code. The cross-section
of the tools shall be fully circular. Vaned proving tools will not be
accepted unless approved for use by the Water Agency.
Ovality proving tools shall be dimensionally checked using an
ovality proving tool gauge on each project prior to use. Any tools
that pass through the gauge will not be accepted for use in
ovality testing.
Ovality proving tool gauges shall be specific to each proving tool
diameter and this shall be stamped on the gauge for reference.
Gauges shall be made from toughened tool steel or case
hardened mild steel or stainless steel, and shall be sized to be
0.2 mm smaller than the correct size of the relevant ovality
proving tool (refer Table MRWA 21.14). Provided these gauges
are of the correct material and size, they are acceptable to the
MRWA.
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Amending Sewerage Design Drawings
Design drawings for Sewerage construction works are
prepared in accordance with the requirements set out in the
MRWA Edition of the Sewerage Code of Australia and MRWA
Sewerage Standard templates.
Designers are reminded that amended Sewerage Design
Drawings submitted to the Water Agency require a new
version number and a summary phrase of the amendment
indicated in the revision panel footer.
Design amendments can be presented using one or a
combination of the following methods:
a) Cross out original text or lines that are no longer included
and replaced with revised text or lines;
b) Show text changes in a different colour or font;
c) Show line and drawing changes with a different coloured
or different weight line;
d) Surround text or drawing changes in a cloud or bubble.
Note that references to a nominated Water Agency Audit
Report is not acceptable as an amendment description in the
revision panel footer.
Sewer Standard MRWA-S-100 Notes to Designers has been
updated to reflect this requirement.

Isolation of Sewers
New Sewerage pipeline construction works require isolation
from live sewerage networks for occupational health and
safety, acceptance testing and sewerage eduction
purposes. The method of isolating live sewerage assets may
vary between each Water Agency so it is important to adhere
to the specific ‘Work on Live Sewer assets’ requirements for
the relevant Water Agency.
The most common method of live sewer isolation is the
insertion of mechanical or inflatable pneumatic plugs within the
base segment. Note that only mechanical plugs are approved
for SEW sewer isolation works. U-Plates (otherwise known as
bulkheads) are typically installed within the MH base segment
to isolate for sewerage eduction purposes.
With the introduction of smaller Maintenance Shaft (MS) and
Maintenance Chambers (MC) Structures, insertion of
mechanical plugs and U-Plates cannot be manually installed

from ground level and as such, MHs shall be nominated in lieu
of MS and MCs where U-plates or mechanical plugs are
required.
It is important for the designer to review proposed sewer
Isolation and eduction locations in consideration of the Water
Agency’s requirements. MHs can be nominated in lieu of MC
and MS structures and shown on the design drawings and
project schedules. This is consistent with note 8 of sewerage
standard MRWA-S-300 that enables larger structures to be
nominated over the minimum structure where appropriate.
Work on live sewerage assets can only be undertaken by
relevant Water Agency accredited contractors.
MRWA Documentation
All MRWA standards, included those described in this bulletin
are available on the MRWA website at:
http://www.mrwa.com.au/Pages/Standards.aspx

MRWA KEY CONTACTS
City West Water
Robert Jagger
Manager Standards
E: Robert.Jagger@citywestwater.com.au
South East Water
Colin Paxman
Manager Products and Standards
E: Colin.Paxman@sew.com.au
South East Water
Bruce Johnson
Performance and Accreditation Manager
E: Bruce.Johnson@sew.com.au
Yarra Valley Water
David Diaz
Acting Manager Capital Delivery Support
E: David.Diaz@yvw.com.au
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Appendix A- Revised Table 5.6 for WSA02- 2014 3.1 MRWA edition V 2 (DN150 sewers)

I1,2

MINIMUM LOTS / AREA

MAX LOTS / AREA

Min Residential
ET (Lots)

Melbourne Max
Residential ET
(Lots)

Min Ind / Comm
Ha

mm/h

Melbourne Max Ind /
Comm Ha
18.4

18.4

2

N/A

Grade
DN100 (only 1 in 60 grade is acceptable for DN100 pipework)
1 in 60

1.67%

1

N/A

DN 150 (min grade for DN150 is 1 in 180 for residential and 1 in 150 for industrial / commercial)
1 in 180

0.56%

9

Not Allowed

155

Not Allowed

1 in 170

0.59%

8

Not Allowed

160

Not Allowed

1 in 160

0.63%

6

Not Allowed

166

Not Allowed

1 in 150

0.67%

5

0.3

173

8

1 in 140

0.71%

5

0.3

180

8

1 in 130

0.77%

4

0.2

188

9

1 in 120

0.83%

3

0.2

198

9

1 in 110

0.91%

2

0.1

208

10

1 in 100

1.00%

2

0.1

221

10

1 in 90

1.11%

1

No Minimum

235

11

1 in 80

1.25%

1

No Minimum

252

12

1 in 70

1.43%

1

No Minimum

273

13

1 in 60

1.67%

1

No Minimum

299

14

1 in 50

2.00%

1

No Minimum

334

16

1 in 40

2.50%

1

No Minimum

381

18

